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ESM Solutions provides labour risk management and security during
labour disputes. Crucially, we provide protection and intervention for all
sides – employees, management, and bystanders.

At times of high tension, it’s crucial to ensure issues don’t escalate, and
stakeholders from all sides don’t make a rash decision or lash out in frustration.
ESM, as a neutral third party, provides security and develops plans to ensure everyone
remains safe during a dispute.

Canada has a lengthy history of labour disputes, which affect industries of all types. ESM
Solutions provides the support needed to ensure peaceful protest, and draws upon its wealth
of experience from past, high-profile strikes to anticipate and mitigate potential issues.
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A popular international brand was threatened with a labour dispute at
a Canadian retail location. The nature of the dispute and how it would be
portrayed in the media – including worker safety and security and the ability
to maintain operations and customer service during the dispute – were significant
concerns for management. Indicators were that organized labour was gearing up for
a protracted dispute that could have major impacts on revenues, the brand and strategic
success. The company’s executive management engaged ESM Global (now ESM Solutions)
to help create strategic and tactical plans to ensure the safety and security of customers,
picketers and working staff in advance of the labour dispute.

Integrating with the client’s Enterprise Risk Management plan, ESM quickly devised an
operational labour risk management strategy to address identified and anticipated threats
and harms. The customized solutions created by ESM employed a tiered and layered approach
to resources that included highly visible ‘safety guards’ supported by investigators and site
supervisors – most of whom were certified in emergency first aid and equipped to respond
immediately to any emergency. ESM Solutions used digital evidence collection tools to
monitor the situation.
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Focusing on safety and business continuity, ESM immediately
collaborated with the client to conduct an assessment of what harmful
activities may reasonably and foreseeably occur that would adversely
impact the safety and security of customers, workers and picketers. ESM also
looked at activities that could impact the client’s ability to operate, expose them
to liability or harm their brand.
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Embedded with the client’s own national security managers, the ESM team provided
ongoing site monitoring, hourly reporting and resource deployment adaptations as the
dispute evolved over time.
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Drawing on past experience, ESM Solutions operated on the presumption
that some picketers may engage in prohibited activities such as blocking
traffic or damaging property. We deployed video recording devices with staff to
ensure evidence of activities could be collected for later use in court injunctions
or other legal proceedings where compliance and safety were being sought.
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By having an experienced labour dispute management team onsite, ESM Solutions
was able to deploy well trained and equipped operational resources. Staff deployments
sometimes changed by the hour or the day, based on a number of variables, including open
source intelligence that suggested planned activities designed to disrupt client operations.
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Through intense, daily and professional contact with picketers the
ESM labour risk management team were able to establish a rapport that
helped prevent the escalation of activities that in other contexts might have
become dangerous to persons and disruptive to the ongoing operations of the
client.

ESM Solutions’ efforts and expertise enabled our client to continue daily operations in a safe,
professional manner while staying open to the public. At the same time, workers and the
public were confident in their safety and security in the face of a highly visible labour dispute.
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